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ABSTRACT
We revisit optical physical unclonable functions (PUFs), which were
introduced by Pappu et al. [36, 37] in their seminal and historically
first publication on PUFs. We start our studies with non-integrated
PUFs. We discuss their resilience against machine learning attacks,
and systematically study the influence of using more than one laser
beam, varied laser diameters, and smaller scatterer sizes. Finally,
we discuss new image transformations that maximize the PUF’s
output entropy while possessing similar error correction capacities
[37]. The results of our study allow to enhance the security of
non-integrated PUFs without causing significant additional hard-
ware costs. Next, we discuss the novel appliation of non-integrated
optical PUFs as so-called “Certifiable PUFs”. The latter are useful
to achieve practical security in certain PUF-protocols, as recently
observed by Rührmair and van Dijk at Oakland 2013 [43]. Our
technique is the first mechanism for Certifiable PUFs suggested
in the literature, answering an open problem posed in [43]. Fi-
nally, we turn to constructions for integrated optical PUFs, and
build the first prototype for this kind of PUF. We investigate its
security, and show that these PUFs can be attacked successfully by
machine learning techniques if the employed scattering structure is
linear, and if the raw interference images of the PUF are available
to the adversary. Our result enforces the use of non-linear scattering
structures within integrated PUFs. The quest for suitable materials
is identified as an important, but open research problem. The pre-
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sented work makes intensive use of two prototypes of optical PUFs
that were built for this work. Our integrated optical PUF prototype
is, to our knowledge, the first of its kind in the literature.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
B.0 [Hardware]: General; C.3 [Special Purpose and Application-
Based Systems]: Smartcards

1. INTRODUCTION
Mobile security devices have become ubiquituous in our life.

This widespread use makes them an attractive and accessible target
for adversaries. The majority of known attacks are thereby not di-
rected against the employed cryptographic primitives themselves.
Rather, they often attempt to obtain the employed secret keys by
physical techniques or malware. Such key-extracting strategies are
not just a theoretical concern, but have been demonstrated several
times in widespread, commercial systems [27, 13, 1]. The fact that
the security devices shall be inexpensive aggravates the problem,
leaving only little room for elaborate key protection measures.

The described situation was one motivation that led to the de-
velopment of Physical Unclonable Functions (PUFs). A PUF is
a (partly) disordered physical system that can be challenged with
so-called external stimuli or challenges Ci, upon which it reacts
with corresponding responses Ri. The tuples (Ci, Ri) are thereby
often called the challenge-response pairs (CRPs) of the PUF. The
responses Ri shall be a function of the applied challenge and the
micro- or nanoscale structural disorder present in the PUF. It is as-
sumed that this disorder cannot be cloned or reproduced exactly,
not even by the PUF’s original manufacturer. Due to its complex
internal structure, it is usually harder to read out, predict, or de-
rive the responses of a PUF than to obtain digital keys stored in
standard non-volatile memory. This can make PUF-based systems
more resilient against hardware and malware attacks than classical
approaches.



PUFs can be used in various cryptographic and security applica-
tions. Examples include their employment as tamper sensitive se-
cret key storage [53, 21, 18, 52], or their use as a complex identifier
for a hardware system that embeds the PUF [36, 37, 17, 52]. Recent
research has also discovered their application in more complex pro-
tocols such as oblivious transfer, bit commitment, key exchange, or
multi-party computation [38, 2, 32]. The practical security of the
latter protocols has been discussed intensively in an attempt to keep
PUF theory and PUF applications closely together [41, 42, 43].

On the implementation side, most PUF research has focused on
electrical realizations. This includes SRAM PUFs [21, 24] (and
variants thereof like Butterfly PUFs [28] or Buskeeper PUFs [49]),
as well as the Arbiter PUF [17, 52] (and its various modifications,
such as XOR Arbiter PUFs [52, 46], Lightweight PUFs [33], Feed-
Forward PUFs [18, 30]). Other examples include Ring-Oscillator
PUFs [52], Crossbar PUFs [40, 44], analog PUFs based on cellular
non-linear networks [8], or the Bistable Ring PUF [4, 5]. Several
electrical PUFs have been attacked successfully via machine learn-
ing based modeling attacks, at least up to a substantial level of size
and complexity [46, 48].

Optical PUFs.
Under their initial name “Physical One-Way Functions (POWFs)”,

the optical systems proposed by Pappu et al. [36, 37] were among
the first suggested PUFs. In their original, non-integrated form,
they possess several advantages:

• Low costs per piece, since a non-integrated optical PUF merely
consists of an inexpensive plastic platelet with randomly dis-
tributed light scatterers inside.

• No microelectronic or silicon circuitry on the PUF-carrying
object is required.

• High output complexity (each PUF-response consists of thou-
sands of bits), which results from the complex optical inter-
ference process inside the token.

• High security against modeling or machine learning attacks
[46, 48]. No successful attacks on non-integrated optical
PUFs have been reported until this date (see Section 3).

• Non-integrated optical PUFs can be used as “Certifiable PUFs”,
i.e., it can be proven within certain limits that they have not
been modified or exchanged by malicious parties (see Sec-
tion 6).

On the downside, non-integrated optical PUFs a la Pappu et al.
require an optical precision mechanism for read-out [36, 37]. This
mechanism must establish exactly the same relative positioning of
the light scattering token, the laser beam, and the CCD camera upon
every single read-out. It must function in exactly the same manner
at different locations worldwide and even for different read-out ap-
paratuses. Implementing such a mechanism is both expensive and
error prone. These downsides seem hard to overcome: Pappu et
al.’s construction cannot be integrated or miniaturized easily, as it
requires a focused laser beam to be moved across the PUF.

Related Work and Our Contributions.
Despite the obvious advantages mentioned in the last section,

surprisingly little activity has been devoted to develop the conept
of optical PUFs further since the appearance of Pappu et al.’s [36,
37]. The only article known to us is by Tuyls and Skoric [54]:
The authors briefly discuss in theory how Pappu’s PUF could be
miniaturized and integrated, but present no prototypes or security

analyses. Comparatively more investigations on the use of optical
scattering phenomena in security have been conducted in a related,
but not identical area. In this strand, the complex intereference pat-
terns emerging from laser-illuminted surfaces are used to directly
authenticate objects, products, packages, documents, and digital
content. For example, the scattering behavior of paper surfaces
has been suggested to secure documents or valuable goods in the
Nature magazine [3], the IEEE Security and Privacy Symposium
[7], ACM CCS [50], and other venues [51]. Furthermore, at CHES
2009 [22] and FC 2009 [56], it has been described how the digital
content stored on compact discs can be authenticated by exploiting
the individual scattering behavior of each disc.

Within this research landscape, we make the following contribu-
tions. Firstly, we deal with the optimized implementation of optical
PUFs. We describe how their output complexity and security can
be enhanced by simple measures such as varying the laser diame-
ter or choosing the right size of the light scattering elements. We
suggest a very simple methodology by which these parameters can
be optimized in any practical implementations, and apply it to our
concrete set-up. Secondly, we observe that the Gabor image trans-
form applied by Pappu et al. [36, 37] leads to strong regularities in
the derived cryptographic keys. We discuss a number of alternative
transformations, showing that they can enhance the estimated re-
sponse entropy by a factor of up to three. Our new transformations
can be used with great benefits in any security application that ex-
ploits optical scattering phenomena, including the abovementioned
approaches [3, 7, 50, 51].

Thirdly, we suggest that non-integrated optical PUFs could be
used as so-called “Certifiable PUFs”. As described recently at Oak-
land 2013 [43], Certifiable PUF are useful, and in a certain sense
even necessary to implement secure and practical PUF protocols for
advanced cryptographic tasks like oblivious transfer. We describe a
method for the offline certification of non-integrated optical PUFs
at low costs; it is the first construction for Certifiable PUFs in the
literature. Finally, we investigate the integrated implementation of
optical PUFs. We build a first prototype from inexpensive com-
ponents and evalute its security. One surprising result is that inte-
grated optical PUFs can be machine learning successfully if linear
optical scattering structures are used, and if the adversary can ac-
cess the raw scattering images before they are postprocessed. This
calls for non-linear scattering media, which should ideally exhibt
their non-linearities at low light intensities. We identify the con-
struction of non-linear optical PUFs that can be easily miniaturized
and integrated into microelectronic systems as an open problem in
this work.

In all our analyses, real experimental data from two prototypes
is used: A non-integrated optical PUF a la Pappu et al. [37, 36],
and an integrated optical PUF constructed from inexpensive con-
sumer components. To our knowledge, this is the first time that an
integrated optical PUF has been built and practically investigated.

Organization of this Paper.
We start by investigating non-integrated optical PUFs: Section

2 describes our experimental set-up for this PUF-type. Section 3
discusses their security against modeling attacks. Sections 4 and 5
optimize their output complexity by tuning the laser diameter, scat-
terer size, and the employed image transformations, respectively.
Section 6 describes their use as Certifiable PUFs. Subsequently we
turn to integrated optical PUFs: Section 7 details our experimental
prototype of an integrated optical PUF. Section 8 reports modeling
attacks on this PUF-type. We conclude the paper in Section 9.
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of our implementation of a non-integrated PUF a la Pappu et al. [36, 37] (“Pappu’s PUF”), and the
necessary postprocessing for the derivation of the PUF response. As shown, we measure the speckle pattern in transmission, whereas
Pappu et al. [36, 37] measure it in reflection.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP FOR PAPPU’S
PUF

In the sequel, we will often refer to a non-integrated optical PUF
with a linear scattering structure as described by Pappu et al. [36,
37] simply as “Pappu’s PUF” for reasons of brevity. For our exper-
iments, we employed a slightly modified version of Pappu et al.’s
original set-up [36, 37]. Instead of measuring the reflected light as
in [36], we detect the speckle pattern in transmission of the light
through the optical PUF. The new set-up enabled simpler and more
cost-effective realizations and thus seemed preferrable. Note that
said modification does not affect the PUF’s input-output complex-
ity in any way. The schematics of our set-up are given in Figure 1.
A challenge Ci to this PUF consists of a specific point and angle of
incidence of the applied laser beam. The corresponding response
Ri of the PUF is the result of an image transformation applied to
the raw speckle pattern captured by the CCD camera. Pappu et
al. apply the Gabor transformation to this end [36, 37], but several
alternatives are possible (see Section 5).

As light source we used a red Lasiris SNF Laser with a wave-
length of 635 nm and a power of less than 5 mW. The distance
between the laser and the probe is about 980 mm. The integrated
optic of the laser is adjustable, which enables the focussing of the
laser beam. The optical interference pattern or “speckle pattern” of
the transmitted laser light is captured with a MV-D1024E camera
from Photonfocus. The distance between the PUF an the objective
of camera is 26 mm. The integrated CMOS sensor of the camera
prevents blooming effects, which often happens on CCD sensors.
For our experiments we take 8 bit gray scale images with a resolu-
tion of 1024x1024 pixels. To apply different challenges to the PUF,
analyze the robustness of the system and to allow a high number of
CRPs, we used a positioning system for moving and rotating the
scattering token. The positioning system is based on three stepper
motors. We used two linear tables of type LM 45 for horizontal and
vertical movements and also one MOGO 40 to adjust the angle of
the scattering token. With this system we can move the optical PUF
about 12 mm in vertical and horizontal direction. We can rotate the
PUF, and thus change the angle of incidence of the laser beam, by
about ± 15◦.

The scattering tokens are prepared by distributing glass spheres
of a certain size range randomly in a transparent matrix material.
Different size ranges have been used in our various experiments
(see Sections 4.2, 4.3 and 5). We used glass spheres from Mühlmei-
er (size ranges 400-600µm and 300-400µm) and Worf Glaskugeln
(250-420µm, 105-210µm, 90-106µm, 40-80µm). From the tested
matrix materials, the consumer glue UHU Plus Schnellfest was

simple to handle, and led to better results than the more expensive
optical adhesive NOA 61 from Norland. For the manual prepara-
tion of of the tokens, we used the following method: We applied
the glue on a glass slide and scattered the glass spheres to a dense
layer. After a short drying time, we apply the next layer of glue and
glass spheres. Depending on the size of the spheres, we varied the
number of layers between four and five.

3. SECURITY OF PAPPU’S PUF AGAINST
MODELING ATTACKS

While successful modeling attacks have been reported on several
electrical PUFs [46, 48], no such attacks have been published to this
date on non-integrated optical PUFs. We re-investigated the hard-
ness of this problem, collecting a substantial amount of CRPs from
our set-up of the last section. We then considered in theory and/or
practice the applicability of machine learning algorithms, including
those techniques used in earlier attacks on electrical PUFs [46, 48].
All of our efforts remained unsuccessful, however. For example,
the application of Support Vector Machines to predict single bits of
the raw optical PUF output led to error rates around 50%, i.e., the
prediction quality was essentially equal to random guessing [12].

From an abstract perspective, there are three main reasons for the
high machine learning resilience of non-integrated optical PUFs.
The first is their large information content. As argued in [37], every
volume unit of size around the laser wavelength of around 600 nm
in principle can have an influence on the scattering process. Given
the size of our tokens, in theory up to 1011 volume units would
have to be considered. Even though this figures represent the ex-
treme, theoretical cases, also in practice the feature vectors of the
machine learning (ML) problems associated with optical PUFs are
simply too large to be handled well. In opposition, the ML prob-
lems for known electrical PUFs possess much smaller feature vec-
tors: a 128-bit Arbiter PUF, for example, has an associated feature
vector with only 129 entries [46, 48]. This can be handled quite
easily by current techniques.

A second reason is the complex optical interference process in-
side optical PUFs. For all methods known to us, exact simulation
is too laborious to be carried out in practice. Numerical approaches
that strongly simplify the scattering regime are unsuited, too, since
they (compare our discussion in . Note that strong simplifying as-
sumptions cannot be made in these simulations, since the exact field
distributions and resulting speckle patterns needs to be simulated.
This prevents the application of ML techniques that require such
simulation in the evaluation of the so-called “fitness” of a given
feature vector. This includes evolution strategies and related meth-



Figure 2: Decorrelation speed of the PUF output for horizontal and rotational shifts of the laser beam, as a function of different laser
diameters. A fractional Hamming distance of 0.5 indicates full decorrelation between the two outputs. Smaller diameters lead to
faster decorrelation for horizontal shifts, but slower decorrelation for changes in the laser angle.

ods, which had been applied successfully to electrical PUFs in the
past [46, 48]. To the contrary, the internal mechanisms of current
electrical PUFs can often be simulated by simplified models, such
as the well-known linear additive delay model in the case of Arbiter
PUFs [46, 48]. The decisive feature of optical systems here is that
they have a very rich complexity while still being stable against am-
bient conditions and wear-and-tear. The massless photons facilitate
a very complex scattering interaction, which is yet stable against
varying ambient conditions, and does not alter or wear off the PUF
internally. The same effect seems hard to obtain for electrical struc-
tures, since electrons do not exhibit an analog to the complex op-
tical interference process of coherent photons at room temperature
[10].

Finally, in theory each PUF-challenge should illuminate the en-
tire scattering token. We observed that this is not the case in prac-
tice, however. The incident laser causes a light cone inside the
token, meaning that for different PUF-challenges different and in-
dependent regions of the token are illuminated predominantly and
cause the respective PUF-responses. This complicates or even di-
rectly prevents modeling attacks, too: Responses obtained from il-
luminating the upper left region of the token do not allow conclu-
sions about the responses resulting from the lower right region, for
example.

4. ENHANCING THE CHALLENGE SPACE
OF PAPPU’S PUF

Pappu et al. report that their non-integrated optical PUF pos-
sesses around 2.37× 1010 challenges for which the corresponding
Gabor-tranformed responses are virtually independent and decor-
related. This comparatively low number makes an attempted com-
plete read-out the currently most viable attack strategy on this PUF
type. The relatively small challenge number is also particularly
relevant in a number of recent quadratic attacks on PUF protocols
published at CHES 2012 and elsewhere [41, 42]. In this section, we
therefore systematically investigate methods to increase the number
of decorrelated CRPs. The measures we discuss in Sections 4.2 and
4.3 are particularly inexpensive and simple to realize.

4.1 Influence of Multiple Laser Beams
One seemingly straightforward step to raise the size of the chal-

lenge space is to use several lasers beams with different frequen-
cies, for example one red and one green laser. Due to the differing
wavelengths, the interference pattern resulting from a green laser
incident at point p⃗ and angle Θ differs from the pattern resulting
from a red laser incident at exactly the same point and angle. It
hence seems suggestive to use a red and a green laser, and to define
one PUF challenge Ci to consist of the incidence points p⃗ and an-
gles Θ of both lasers (i.e., Ci := (p⃗red,Θred; p⃗green,Θgreen)). Such a
measure promises to quadratically enhance the size of the challenge
space.

There is a problem with this straightforward approach, however,as
long as linear scattering structures are used. In this linear case, the
pattern resulting from the challenge Ci = (p⃗red,Θred; p⃗green,Θgreen)
is nothing else than the sum of the two patterns resulting from the
challenges C′

i = (p⃗red,Θred) and C′′
i = (p⃗green,Θgreen). More

precisely, the intensity in each CCD pixel for the challenge Ci is
nothing else than the intensity resulting from challenge C′

i plus the
intensity resulting from challenge C′′

i . Besides the linearity of the
scattering structure, a second reason for this simple behavior is that
the red and green light are not coherent as long as two separate
and standard lasers are used. No destructive interference can take
place, and their resulting intensities simply add up linearly in the
CCD image.

This allows a simplified adversarial full read-out of the new PUF
with a red and green laser by the following method: The adversary
first reads out all responses for challenges from the red laser alone,
then all responses for challenges from the green laser alone. Sub-
sequently he can derive the responses for all combined challenges
Ci = (p⃗red,Θred; p⃗green,Θgreen) by adding the known response to
the challenge C′

i = (p⃗red,Θred) to the known response to the chal-
lenge C′′

i = (p⃗green,Θgreen) in the above manner. Using two lasers
hence effectively increases the challenge space only by a factor of
about two. On the other hand, however, it results in a significantly
increased set-up effort, as now two lasers need to be positioned in-
dependently from each other. In our and in Pappu et al.’s set-up,
it is the lightweight scattering token that is moved, since the laser
is much heavier and more laborious to position. With two lasers,



Figure 3: Decorrelation speed of the PUF output for variation of the incidence point and angle of the laser, and for different scatterer
sizes. Scatterers in an overall range from 400µm to 40µm were examined. A fractional Hamming distance of 0.5 indicates full
decorrelation between the two outputs. Smaller scatterers leed to faster decorrelation for both horizontal and vertical shifts.

this method is no longer applicable. Something similar holds for
the case of k lasers.

In summary, using k independently positionable and spatially
separated lasers (whose light is not coherent) together with a linear
scattering medium will only increase the effective challenge space
by at most a factor of k, while it drastically increases costs and
experimental effort. It thus seems no ideal method to enhance the
challenge space of a non-integrated linear optical PUF.

4.2 Influence of the Laser Diameter
We subsequently turned to the effect of the laser diameter on the

effective size of their challenge space. We investigated the sensi-
tivity of the PUF-output in dependence of the laser diameter to (i)
variation of the point of incidence of the laser in the x-y-directions,
and to (ii) alteration of its incidence angle. This sensitivity is a good
measure for an optical PUF’s security: It determines the number of
virtually independent challenge-response pairs of the PUF, and thus
its resilience against full read-out attacks. As modeling attacks and
cloning currently are no viable strategies, the latter represents the
most threatening attack method.

In our above set-up of Figure 1, the laser diameter can be ad-
justed by simply focusing the laser. The focal point lies beyond
the entrance point of the PUF, and we measured the effective laser
diameter at the entrance point. For the following experiments we
used a PUF with 5 layers, 300-400µm glass spheres and UHU Plus
Schnellfest. During the experiment, we move the PUF by the po-
sitioning system in equally spaced shifts and take pictures of the
speckle patterns. The center position of the token was chosen as
reference position. For all measured raw images, we then com-
puted the Gabor transformed images as in [36, 37]. We determined
their fractional Hamming distances 1 to the Gabor image of the ref-
erence position. A fractional Hamming distance of 0.5 signals a
virtual decorrelation between the Gabor images.

Figures 2a and b depict our findings. For each of the diagrams’
curves, the critical parameter is how quickly the new response decor-
relates from the old one, i.e., how quickly the curve reaches the
0.5-level of the fractional Hamming distance. The faster this oc-
curs, the more virtually independent and decorrelated challenge-
response pairs of the PUF exist. The presented data illustrates that
1The fractional Hamming distance of two bitstrings of the same
length l is the number of all bits on which the two strings differ
divided by the length l of the string(s).

smaller diameters lead to faster decorrelation for horizontal (and
also vertical) movements, but slower decorrelation in the rotational
movement. This makes the choice of the optimal laser diameter an
optimization problem. In practice, its solution depends on the ex-
perimental set-up and the used materials in the scattering token. It
must thus be solved in each application of optical PUFs empirically
by the above method to achieve optimal security. In our case, laser
diameters between 1.5 mm and 2.5 mm appear optimal. Note in
this context that an extreme, too small laser diameter will naturally
lead to unsuited scattering images. In our case this effect could be
neglected, however, since the optimal diameter was lower-bounded
more closely by the negative effect of small diameters on the decor-
relation for rotational movements (see Figure 2 b).

4.3 Influence of the Scatterer Size
We also systematically investigated the influence of the scatterer

size on the security of optical PUFs. From theoretical considera-
tions, the optimal output complexity can be expected for a scatterer
size which is similar to the wavelength of the used laser light. In
this case, which is also referred to as Mie-regime [31, 10, 25], the
interference pattern critically depends on the particle size. The re-
sulting electromagnetic field distribution within the PUF can only
be adequately described by exactly solving the Maxwell equations,
which is numerically very demanding. The corresponding analyt-
ical solution for scattering at a spherical object is commonly re-
ferred to as Mie solution [31]. Obviously the output complexity
can be further increased in this case by using spherical objects with
rough surfacesor, more generally, irregularly shaped particles.

For particle sizes significantly larger than the optical wavelength,
simplified methods such as ray tracing approaches become valid
[19], which avoid the numerical complexity involved in solving the
full Maxwell equations. If the propagating light undergoes many
scattering events, the propagation becomes diffusion-like, i.e., the
photons essentially undergo a random walk. Such a scenario can
then be described by a diffusion equation approach, which has a
significantly reduced complexity, since the properties of the medium
are expressed by a macroscopic diffusion coefficient.

On the other hand, for particles or refractive index inhomogeneities
on a length scale much smaller than the wavelength, the scattered
light field can be described by an approximation to the Mie solu-
tion, the much simpler Rayleigh scattering solution [25]. In the
extreme case of a large ensemble of far sub-wavelength objects,



the single, sub-wavelength scatterers cannot be optically resolved
at all. Then the medium is suitably described by a volume-averaged
effective refractive index, thus exhibiting again a low optical com-
plexity.

The above discussion suggests that for our red laser of wave-
length 632nm, particles of approximately the same sizes should be
used to achieve maximally complex scattering effects. Note that
this is about a factor of 1,000 smaller than the sizes used by Pappu
et al. in their original experiments [36, 37]. The experimental ex-
ploration of this regime requires nanofabrication techniques, how-
ever, which we did not have available at the time of writing. Still,
in order to give at least a qualitive proof that the behavior of opti-
cal PUFs becomes more complex for smaller scatterers, we carried
out experiments for scatterers in the size ranges 400-600µ, 300-
400µm, 250-420µm, 105-210µm, 90-106µm, and 40-80µm (com-
pare Section 2). They proved in practive that the complexity grows
for smaller scatterer sizes. The particles we used are still up to a
factor of ten smaller than the scatterers employed by Pappu et al.
[36, 37].

In order to quantitatively evaluate the resulting complexity of
the optical PUF, we again measured how quickly the transformed
images decorrelate. Our findings are depicted in Figure 3. They
prove that the complexity and the number of virtually decorrelated
CRPs increases steadily for smaller scatterer sizes in the length
regimes examined by us, as predicted by our theoretical consid-
erations above. In practical applications of optical PUFs, the scat-
terer sizes should therefore be chosen as small as possible under
the given fabrication and cost constraints.

5. ENHANCING THE BIT ENTROPY OF
PAPPU’S PUF

As already discussed by Pappu et al. [36, 37], the “raw” optical
interference images (as recorded by a CCD camera) should not be
used directly as output of an optical PUF without postprocessing.
First, they are too large, making PUF protocols inefficient. Sec-
ondly, they show much regularity due to their homogeneous dark
and bright sub-regions; if used directly as cryptographic keys, the
keys have non-optimal bit entropy. Finally, the raw images fluc-
tuate, for example due to small laser instabilities or air movements
across the laser beam, including dust particles. Therefore a numeric
transformation is usually applied to distill shorter, more stable, and
more entropic bitstrings.

Pappu et al. [36, 37] utilize the well-established Gabor transfor-
mation to this end. The Gabor transform is a linear invertible trans-
form which decomposes an image into components with respect
to size and direction of the image features [34, 6, 15]. They pro-
pose that the two-dimensional Gabor-transformed images (after a
threshold step for conversion into binary data) can subsequently be
converted into a cryptographic key by simply reading them out line
by line. There are, however, two downsides of this approach. First
of all, the Gabor transformed images have very strong, zebra-stripe
like regularities (see Figure 4). These regularities cause strong pat-
terns in the cryptographic keys, i.e., regularly alternating, medium-
length sequences of consecutive ones and zeros. Secondly, due to
the fact that the Gabor images do not contain maximal entropy
(since they exhibit said regularly striped patterns) they do not re-
flect the small-scale physical randomness of the optical PUF in an
optimal way. This makes it in principle easier to build PUFs with
the same challenge-response behavior, i.e., to clone the PUF. In or-
der to achieve a maximal security level, these patterns should hence
be avoided.

We therefore investigated various other image transformations.

From theoretical considerations [9], so-called wavelet transforma-
tions seemed good candidates, since they induce less structure in
the transformed image. We empirically tested a considerable num-
ber of transformations from this family for their practical perfor-
mance on optical PUFs, including Daubechies wavelets [9], sym-
lets [9], polyharmonic isotropic B-spline Wavelets [55] and quin-
cunx wavelets based on on the McLellan transformation [14]. They
all exhibit slightly worse robustness than the Gabor-transformation,
however. We thus also designed a transformation in-house, which
has almost the same stability as the Gabor transformation, but still
causes less regularities in the transformed images (see [23] for de-
tails). Figure 4 qualitatively illustrates the difference in entropy,
which is visible to the sheer eye. A more quantitative analysis will
be contained in the full version of this paper.

6. PAPPU’S PUF AS CERTIFIABLE PUF
In a recent paper at Oakland 2013 [43], two new, practically rel-

evant attack models on Strong PUF protocols have been discussed.
In one of them, the so-called “bad PUF model”, malicious parties
may replace PUFs by other, malicious hardware which looks like
a PUF from the outside, but possesses hidden extra properties that
allow cheating. This approach represents a practically viable at-
tack strategy on certain advanced PUF protocols, such as oblivious
transfer, bit commitment and key exchange schemes. Other, more
basic PUF uses like tamper-sensitive key storage or simple iden-
tification protocols are less affected. The attack method is most
relevant for integrated electrical Strong PUFs, since they commu-
nicate with external parties merely via a digital challenge-response
interface; what is behind the interface remains hard to detect or
verify. One example of bad PUFs are simulatable PUFs: These are
hardware systems which look like a PUF from the outside, having
a digital challenge-response interface etc. However, they possess a
simulation code by which the manufacturer (or other malicious par-
ties) can simulate the PUF-responses to arbitrary challenges with-
out being in physical possession of the PUF. One example of a
simulatable bad PUF are hardware systems with a pseudo-random
number generator (PRNG) inside, whose secret seed is known to
the manufacturer/the malicious party. This allows numerical sim-
ulation of all responses, while the hardware looks like a standard
(Strong) PUF from the outside. The tacit use of such simulatable
bad PUFs by a malicious party can spoil the security of several PUF
protocols, for example schemes for oblivious transfer, as detailed in
[43].

As a countermeasure, the authors of [43] propose the design and
use of “Certifiable PUFs”: These are PUFs for which it can be ver-
ified that they do possess (at least some of) the expected properties,
and that they have not been manipulated or altered after their pro-
duction. Currently, no strategies to “certify” PUFs in the above
sense have been proposed in the literature.

Electrical integrated PUFs seem very hard to certify in said man-
ner, since they can only be accessed via a digital challenge-response
interface. What lies behind this interface remains difficult to con-
trol for users. Non-integrated optical PUFs show better potential
here, since their very complex analog responses are hard to imitate
for malicious PUFs, and are measured directly, i.e. not through a
digital interface. We pick up this line of thought and present be-
low a scheme for the offline certification of non-integrated optical
PUFs. It uses the oblivious transfer protocol of Rührmair and van
Dijk [42] as basis, employing interactive hashing as a substep (see
[42] for details).
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Figure 4: Images obtained from different image transformation techniques. The two leftmost images are obtained from the Gabor
transformation for different parameters, and show strong regularities (zebra stripes). The other techniques applied by us – the
Daubechies transformation and a transformation designed in-house – result in images with less regularity.

Protocol 1: SECURE OBLIVIOUS TRANSFER BASED ON CER-
TIFIABLE OPTICAL PUFS

Set-Up Assumptions:

• The used optical PUF is fabricated by a manufacturer who is
trusted by both the OT-sender and the OT-receiver.

• The manufacturer uses a digital signature scheme DSMan with
signing key SK and corresponding verification key VK.

• VK is known to both the OT-sender and the OT-receiver.

Pre-Protocol Steps:

• The manufacturer fabricates the optical PUF. He applies k
randomly chosen challenges C1, . . . , Ck to the PUF, for k
being a small, one-digit security parameter. He obtains the
responses R1, . . . , Rk.

• He generates the signature Sig := DSMan(C1, . . . , Ck, R1,
. . . , Rk), and defines the certificate as

Cert := (C1, . . . , Ck, R1, . . . , Rk,Sig) .

• The PUF is distributed together with its certificate to the OT-
receiver. In practice, the certificate can be stored inexpen-
sively via a barcode, for example, which is printed on the
item in which the optical PUF is embedded.

Protocol:

Let the sender’s input be two strings s0, s1 ∈ {0, 1}λ and the re-
ceiver’s input be a bit b ∈ {0, 1}. The protocol then proceeds as
follows:

1. The receiver verifies the certificate of the PUF. To that end,
he applies the challenges C1, . . . , Ck to the PUF, and verifies
that the obtained responses are equal to R1, . . . , Rk.

2. The receiver chooses a challenge c ∈ {0, 1}λ uniformly at
random. He applies c to the PUF, obtaining the response
r. He transfers the PUF together with the certificate to the
sender.

3. The sender verifies the certificate of the PUF in the same
manner as above.

4. The sender and receiver execute an IH protocol, where the
receiver has input c. Both get outputs c0, c1. Let i be the
value where ci = c.

5. The receiver sends b′ := b⊕ i to the sender.

6. The sender applies the challenges c0 and c1 to the PUF. De-
note the corresponding responses as r0 and r1.

7. The sender sends S0 := s0 ⊕ rb′ and S1 := s1 ⊕ r1−b′ to
receiver.

8. The receiver recovers the string sb that depends on his choice
bit b as Sb ⊕ r = sb ⊕ rb⊕b′ ⊕ r = sb ⊕ ri ⊕ r = sb.

The above certification step only works due to the special fea-
tures of Pappu’s optical PUF: The raw, two-dimensional interfer-
ence images it creates are too complex to be imitated by a mali-
cious, bad PUF. Therefore a verification of a very small number of
sample CRPs suffices to exclude that the PUF has been altered or
exchanged against another PUF. The verification can be executed
offline, i.e., without additional communication with the manufac-
turer. This is important: If an online communication with a trusted
authority would be a regular step in the protocol, then the OT could
be executed much simpler via this trusted authority itself.

It is interesting to consider the above protocol under the aspect
of the involved computational or other assumptions. The protocol
requires two assumptions: (i) an unpredictable PUF (see [39, 2]
for formal definitions of the latter); (ii) a secure digital signature
scheme DSMan. It uses these two assumptions to implement OT.
It is long known that secure digital signature schemes exist if and
only if one-way functions exist [20], but currently no construction
is known that implements OT merely from one-way functions. The
use of PUFs hence is necessary and creates additional value in the
protocol.

The technique of digitally signing a certifying, unique reflective
speckle pattern seems also promising in connection with future ar-
chitectures of electrical erasable PUFs [43]. The speckle pattern
could be recorded directly from the surface of the electrical PUF,
or an optical encapsulation could be used that enables certifica-
tion of the electrical, erasable PUF inside. This eventually seems a
promising technique to finally realize PUFs that are both erasable
and certifiable, as suggested in [43].

Example Implementation.
We carried out an example implementation of certifiable optical

PUFs by use of 2D barcodes. We chose the libdmtx library [29] for
the implementation of the widely used Data Matrix Code. In order
to save area requirements for the barcode, our implementation is
based on the bilinear pairing based scheme by Zhang, Safavi-Naini
und Susilo (ZSS) [57]. For the implementation we chose the PBC
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Figure 5: a) and b): Two possible theoretical types of integrated optical PUFs (compare [54, 16]). c): Schematic illustration of our
prototype (not true to scale).

library [35] with the elliptic curve type F and a signature of 200
bits.

We assumed that the following information must be stored on
the product: Manufacturer ID (16 bit), PUF ID (48 bit), Signature
(200 bits), and image transformed speckle pattern. With a barcode
module width of 0.25 mm this leads to a barcode of size on the
order of 1 cm2. An exemplary barcode generated by the above
scheme is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: 2D Data Matrix barcode, which was generated by the
above method.

7. INTEGRATED OPTICAL PUFS
One central practical research goal is to embed optical PUFs into

microelectronic systems, i.e., to design secure integrated optical
PUFs. Pappu’s PUF is not very well suited for this purpose, since
it requires movable components that must be positioned with high
accuracy. Are there other constructions?

General Architecture of Integrated Optical PUFs.
Figures 5a and 5b describe two possible approaches. The goal of

the constructions is to design optical PUFs without moving parts,
which still allow a large number of different challenges and facil-
itate a complex interference process. Figure 5a shows an immo-
bile laser diode array with k phase-locked diodes D1, . . . , Dk [58],
which is used to excite a disordered, random scattering medium.
The diodes can be switched on and off independently, leading to 2k

challenges Ci. These can be written as Ci = (b1, . . . , bk), where
each bi ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether diode Di is switched on or off.
At the right hand side of the system, an array of l light sensors
S1, . . . , Sl, e.g. photodiodes, measures the resulting light intensi-
ties locally. A response Ri consist of the intensities I1, . . . , Il in
the l sensors.

As depicted in Figure 5b, instead of phase-locked diode arrays,
also a single laser source with a subsequently placed, inexpensive
light modulator (LCD array) can be employed. Comparable sug-
gestions have been made in [16, 54]. The k pixels of the LCD can

be switched on and off independently, again leading to 2k possible
challenges. The whole system can be encapsulated by a reflective
layer to facilitate the internal interference process. Both systems
easily lend themselves to miniaturization.

In order to allow optical interference and to generate complex
behavior also with linear scattering media, all laser light inside the
scattering structure must be coherent. This necessitates the use of
a phase-locked diode array (as in Figure 5a) or the employment of
only one single laser source plus a subsequent light modulator/LCD
(as in Figure 5b).

Our Prototype.
We built the first prototype of an integratable optical PUF from

commercial components, including an LCD array from a custom-
ary beamer. The aim was not yet miniaturization, but a first proof
of concept and a subsequent security analysis. Our set-up is illus-
trated schematically in Figure 5c. Instead of employing a mirrored
encapsulation as in Figure 5b, which is mainly useful for minia-
turized systems, we simply broadened the laser beam with suited
optical lenses to ensure that a large area of the scattering token was
illuminated.

In order to obtain a detectable influence of each single challenge
bit on the optical response, we divided the LCD array symmetri-
cally into 15 × 15 or 225 subareas. The k-th subarea was associ-
ated with the k-th bit of the PUF-challenge. This bit determined
whether either all pixels of the whole k-th subarea were switched
on, or whether all were switched off. This methods leads to PUF-
challenges Ci of length 225 bits and a challenges space of 2225.
The responses were recorded by a standard CCD camera with grey
scale images. As scattering objects, we used the same structures as
in Section 2.

8. SECURITY OF INTEGRATED OPTICAL
PUFS AGAINST MODELING ATTACKS

After our prototype was functional, we investigated the security
of integrated optical PUFs. Let us start by a theoretical analysis of
the situation. Under the provision that a linear scattering medium
is used in the integrated optical PUFs of Figure 5a, the following
theoretical analysis holds. Every diode Di of the LCD-Array with
bi = 1 creates a lightwave, which is scattered in the medium and
arrives at the sensor Sj with amplitude Eij and phase shift θij . The
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Figure 7: A randomly chosen 15 × 15 excitation pattern or challenge to the PUF; a CCD image of the response of the optical
integrated PUF; the numerically predicted response; and the difference map between the latter two.

intensity Ij at the sensor Sj is then given by [10]

Ij =
∣∣Ej

∣∣ 2 =
∣∣∑

i

bi Eij cos θij
∣∣ 2. (1)

For the linear scattering media, the amplitude Eij and phase shift
θij are independent of whether the other diodes are switched on or
off. One can hence collect many CRPs

(Cm, RCm) = ((b1, . . . , bk), (I1, . . . , Il)),

and derive the values Eij and θij from knowledge of these many
(Cm, RCm). One suited approach are machine learning techniques,
for example a standard machine learning regression. Once the
parameters Eij and θij are known, the simulation of a response
RCm = (I1, . . . , Il) to a given challenge Cm = (b1, . . . , bk) can
be executed by simple calculation following Eqn. 1.

Analog analyses hold for the integrated PUF types shown in Fig-
ures 5b and c. In these two cases, the pixels in the LCD array
themselves can be modeled as lightsources, i.e., they play analog
roles as the diodes Di in the above analysis.

In order to validate the above theoretical analysis, we applied it
in practice to data that was collected from our prototype of Figure
5c. Each of the 225 LCD subareas was modeled as a single light-
source, analog to each single diode Di of the above analysis. Stan-
dard machine learning regression was applied to 53,700 different
CRPs collected from our prototype. The success is shown in Figure
7. The difference map between the actually acquired optical image
and the prediction shows that only extremely small deviations that
lie on the order of the usual fluctuations and measurement errors
(compare [37, 36]). We stress again that our above attack assumes
that linear scattering structures are used, and that the attacker has
access to the raw speckle images that are produced by the set-up.
The latter occurs if the attacked can invasively probe the PUF, if
the postprocessing is carried out outside the optical PUF, or if the
raw speckle images (or other unprocessed sensor data) are directly
used as PUF-output. Note that the latter two cases are a realistic
scenario for stable, integrated optical PUFs.

Our results show that non-linear optical materials must be used
in integrated optical PUFs to achieve maximal practical security.
For allowing easy integration in low-cost microelectronic systems,
materials that exhibit optical non-linearities already at low light in-
tensities are required. The identification of such substances and
the construction of a secure integrated optical PUF constitutes an
important open problem, which we pose to the community in this
work. Linear integrated optical PUFs seem only secure as long as
they are used within a secure perimeter and with additional post-
processing to the PUF responses (compare [16]).

9. SUMMARY
We revisited integrated and non-integrated optical PUFs, their

optimal implementation, and their security in this paper, drawing
on a large basis of experimental data that we obtained from two
prototypical implementations. We started with non-integrated opti-
cal PUFs a la Pappu et al. [36, 37], which were often simply called
Pappu’s PUF in this publication. Using data from our prototype,
we investigated the security of these PUFs, finding no vulnerabili-
ties at all, apart from the perhaps comparatively low number of in-
dependent challenges. We then investigated simple and inexpensive
measures by which the security of these PUFs can be enhanced, in-
cluding optimizing the laser diameter and scatterer sizes, as well
as the employment of new image transformations. These steps
achieve a comparable effect than using multiple laser beams, but
are much cheaper and simpler to realize. The methodology we em-
ployed in the respective sections can be applied to any practical or
commercial optical PUF systems in order to optimize their security
with inexpensive means. The new image transformations will be
useful in other security applications of optical systems, too, such as
in the use of reflective images obtained from randomly structured
paper surfaces [3, 7, 50].

We then revealed an entirely new application of Pappu’s PUF as
so-called “certifiable PUF”. A few digitally signed responses (i.e.,
speckle patterns) of Pappu’s PUF can serve as a fingerprint that cer-
tifies its input-output complexity and non-simulatability. Assuming
trust in the manufacturer who issues the signature, and assuming
the possession of the public verification key of the used signature
scheme, this allows the offline certification of non-integrated opti-
cal PUFs for any involved parties. It enables the secure one-time
use of Pappu’s PUF in advanced protocols such as oblivious trans-
fer or bit commitment. Pappu’s PUF is uniquely qualified for this
approach: The resulting speckle patterns are too complicated to im-
itate for a fraudster even if they are known to him, in opposition to
the single-bit digital outputs of integrated electrical PUFs. Further-
more, the responses are measured directly from the non-integrated
PUF, and are not communicated via a (potentially malicious) dig-
ital interface. Our construction of certifiable PUFs on the basis of
Pappu’s optical PUF addresses an open question posed at Oakland
2013 [43].

We then turned to integrated optical PUFs, and presented the –
to our knowledge – first prototype of an integratable PUF in the
literature. Our prototype was not yet embedded into a microelec-
tronic system, since this was not the goal of this paper, but easily
lends itself to miniaturization. We used our set-up to examine the
security of this PUF type, and found that it can be successfully ma-
chine learned under two premises: (i) A linear scattering structure



is used. (ii) The adversary has direct access to the resulting raw
speckle images. We gave a theoretical analysis for this case, and
proved its validity in experiment by predicting entire raw speckle
images with extremely high accuracy. Our findings enforce the use
of non-linear scattering materials in this PUF type.

Overall, our investigations showed that there are some good rea-
sons to put optical PUFs back on the agenda of the research com-
munity. The security and input/output complexity of their non-
integrated version is unmatched by any currently known electrical
architectures; they are the first PUFs for which certification or “at-
testation” is possible; and they allow highly interesting research
in the intersection of security, embedded systems, optics, and nan-
otechnology.

Future Work.
Let us conclude by summarizing future research opportunities.

One of the most pressing open questions of the area is how op-
tical PUFs can be made non-linear in practice. Suited scattering
materials have to be found that are inexpensive, simple to handle,
stable, and non-toxic, and which exhibit strong non-linearities over
a broad range of comparatively low light intensities. Once iden-
tified, they would have a manifold impact on optical PUF design:
First, they could be used in Pappu’s PUF in connection with k laser
beams to enhance the challenge space to the power of k (while lin-
ear scattering materials only multiply the number of challenges by
k, as described in Section 4.1). Furthermore, they would make in-
tegrated optical PUFs secure against the modeling attacks we pre-
sented in Section 8. Finally, they allow complex integrated PUF
behavior even when they are illuminated with non-coherent light
from different sources. This greatly simplifies integrated optical
PUF design: A simple, standard diode array would then suffice.
No phase-locked diodes as shown in Figure 5a would be required,
which are expensive and much more complicated to handle.

A second intriguing research topic is the use of certifiable PUFs
in other protocols, together with a formalization of this concept
and formal security proofs. Thirdly, the ideal composition of mate-
rials and scatterer sizes, which leads to maximal input-output com-
plexity, is an interesting research theme, both in experiment and
optical simulations. Since the optimal size ranges seem to lie on
the order of a few hundred nanometers (compare Section 4.3), its
investigation requires nanofabrication facilities, which we did not
have available at the time of writing. A final area of interest is the
miniaturization of integrated optical PUFs, together with their em-
bedding in microelectronic systems. Such a step would facilitate
the widespread use of these integrated PUFs on a consumer scale,
and constitutes a suggestive next research step.

Appendix
We thank Jonathan Finley, Jan Sölter and Christian Osendorfer for
useful discussions, and Jonathan Finley for providing us with some
of the optical equipment necessary for our experiments.
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